
 

 

Loose Lead walking with Active Sits and Downs 

 

Continuing your loose lead walking training is important to ensure that your puppy is able to 

cope with walking in a controlled manner as it is developing and maturing. 

 

1. Continuing your lead work training from the puppy training course you need to practice 

walking with your puppy on a loose lead in many different environments. Using high 

value treats will make a big difference, especially if your puppy is very distracted by the 

environment. I sometimes find that using a tube of paste, either liver or cream cheese 

works better than training treats. 

 

2. If your puppy or dog is very distracted just walk and ignore them until they start to look at 

you.  As soon as they look click and drop a treat on the floor and continue walking.  You 

can use treats in a closed fist and click and treat as they walk beside you. Try and phase 

out using the food as a lure.  

 

3. During your walks or training sessions allow your dog some sniffing time, lengthen your 

lead and tell them go sniff. If you need to, throw a few treats on the ground to 

encourage the sniffing behaviour. Then shorten the lead and work at obtaining focus 

again. 

 

4. When your puppy is walking nicely beside you when there are multiple distractions, we 

are going to start to introduce a sit cue. The dog’s position should be in a straight line 

beside your leg. To start with you can lure round as if putting them into heel position and 

then ask for sit. If they keep moving round to sit in front of you or to the side where they 

can see you, work with them next to a wall as this will prevent them from moving to look 

at you. Reward your dog frequently for walking beside you and looking at you.  

 

5. Start to introduce the down behaviour whilst walking. If your dog still needs to be lured 

into the down you will have to work on their down in a separate exercise to establish a 

down behaviour on verbal cue or hand signal. There are a few ways you can do this. The 

1st way is my preference as your dog will start to offer the behaviour more consistently: 

 

 

i. Sit in a chair with a pot or bag of training treats and ignore your dog. If they 

keep looking at you and continue sitting; you must ignore this behaviour. 

Don’t talk to them or touch them.  There should be no interaction. When 

your dog chooses to lay down independently click and drop a treat on the 

ground. By dropping the treat on the floor your dog will have to get up to 

get the treat. This will mean that you can keep repeating the training 

process to get the desired behaviour. Every time your dog lay’s down click 

and drop a treat. Once your dog is offering this behaviour consistently 10 – 

12 times you can start adding your down cue as they are going into 

position. Then  you need to test your dog to see if they understand the cue 

by saying the cue before they offer the behaviour. 

 



 

 

ii. You can also start of luring into the down, however you will have to ensure 

that your dog understands their down cue so you can progress the 

behaviour so you aren’t luring into position. 

 

6. Now that your dog understands the down cue you can start practicing your loose lead 

walking and introducing the down behaviour. If your dog tries to lay down in front of you 

practice this behaviour near a wall 

 

7. To progress these behaviours when you are walking your dog mix up the behaviours that 

you ask for. Don’t always ask for a sit first try asking for the behaviours when there are 

more distractions. 


